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Over the past two years, I’ve been assisting a friend who has been facing serious
mental health challenges (as discussed in the RealKM Magazine article series at
https://realkm.com/2017/05/12/the-worst-mental-health-killer-you-probably-knownothing-about/). I’ve learnt from this experience that discussion of certain events or
hearing particular words or phrases said can be a trigger for people who are
experiencing mental illnesses such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Like all
members of society, knowledge managers have a responsibility to ensure that we
don’t inadvertently cause such triggers, so content warnings such as this need to
become part of all knowledge management communications (for some advice in
regard to content and trigger warnings, see https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusiveteaching/2017/12/12/an-introduction-to-content-warnings-and-trigger-warnings/).
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Storytelling is a well-known and widely used practice in knowledge management, so
I’m going to deliver my presentation as a series of three Chinese fables. I’ve been
living in mainland China since 2012, following on from regular travels to the country
beginning in 2006. My Chinese friends have told me numerous Chinese fables in that
time. Each fable discusses a historical event or series of events, and, very importantly,
uses those events to convey a moral truth that is beneficial to maintaining a
harmonious society.
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The first fable I’m going to tell is “The Fable of the Fishing Village”. Just a short
distance away from us here in Hong Kong is the mainland Chinese megacity of
Shenzhen, where I lived for my first two years in China. The United Nations defines
“megacities” as urban agglomerations with over 10 million people (see
https://population.un.org/wup/Publications/Files/WUP2018-KeyFacts.pdf). You can
see the scale of Shenzhen’s urban development in this picture. The current
population is estimated to be 12 million and the megacity is continuing to grow.
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A commonly and widely told story about Shenzhen is this one, which talks about the
city having grown from just a small fishing village 35 years ago to the megacity it is
today. This remarkable story of growth has been told time and time again in
newspaper articles, tourism publications, and other media.
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I’ve seen this fishing-village-to-megacity story told in the South China Morning Post,
which is the main newspaper published here in Hong Kong. The story also appears in
numerous peer-reviewed academic journal papers.
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But this remarkable story isn’t true! While it’s true to say that Shenzhen has over the
past 35 years grown from a fishing village into the megacity it is today, it’s not true to
say that Shenzhen was “35 years ago … little more than a fishing village clinging to the
coast.” These seemingly similar expressions actually have very different meanings. As
Shenzhen has grown from one small fishing village, which was located in the current
Shenzhen district of Luohu, it has encompassed a large number of other villages.
Rather than Shenzhen being “little more than a fishing village” 35 years ago, it was
actually 304 villages with a combined population of around 300,000 people.
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What is truly remarkable is that many of these villages still persist. Rather than just
being bulldozed as the megacity of Shenzhen was established and has continued to
expand, many of Shenzhen’s villages continue to persist as “urban villages” scattered
throughout the modern city. Anywhere in Shenzhen, people can step from wide treelined streets of glittering modern skyscrapers into another world: the bustling narrow
alleyways of villages. Not only do the urban villages persist, but so do a range of
historic buildings central to village life, for example temples and ancestral halls, as
well as many cultural traditions. The urban villages are now home to around half of
Shenzhen’s population of 12 million people, many of them “migrant workers” who
have come to Shenzhen from other parts of China. The fascinating true story of
Shenzhen’s development is told in two doctoral dissertations investigating Shenzhen’s
villages: “Villages” in Shenzhen—Persistence and Transformation of an Old Social
System in an Emerging Mega City and Shenzhen’s Urban Villages: Surviving Three
Decades of Economic Reform and Urban Expansion. This map comes from the first of
these dissertations, with the village locations shown in red. Since the publication of
that dissertation, new districts have been added to Shenzhen, encompassing many
more villages.
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It’s actually quite naïve to think that the land area now covered by the megacity of
Shenzhen could have been the location for just one tiny village 35 years ago. An
awareness of China’s historically large population combined with a knowledge of
historic landscape settlement patterns in coastal China should have alerted authors,
particularly academic authors, that it would be extremely unlikely for a landscape like
that of Shenzhen to have had just one small village. This image, which also comes
from the dissertation “Villages” in Shenzhen—Persistence and Transformation of an
Old Social System in an Emerging Mega City shows just one of the villages,
Huanggang village, in the 1970s. It probably better fits the definition of town, as it is a
substantial built-up area with numerous multi-level buildings. Huanggang is located
close to the Hong Kong border, and persists today as one of Shenzhen’s largest urban
villages. Also evident in the image is the extent of landscape modification that had
already occurred at that time, including the construction of canals which are a
common feature in coastal China, having been constructed for over a thousand years.
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So why have so many journalists, tourism writers, and even academics believed and
circulated the fantastical one-line fishing-village-to-megacity story of Shenzhen’s
development, instead of researching and then reporting on the far more complex
true story? The answer lies in our cognitive biases. These biases are the result of the
way that our brains have evolved to deal with the problems that humans face, and we
have a large number of them, as shown in this diagram. They include that we favour
options that appear simple or that have more complete information over more
complex and ambiguous options, we discard specifics to form generalities, and
bizarre or visually-striking things stick out more than non-bizarre things (for further
information see https://realkm.com/2016/10/28/just-how-rational-is-our-thinkingtime-for-a-reality-check/).
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But in believing and promoting the false one-line fishing-village-to-megacity story,
we’re losing the opportunity to learn from the true story. The much more complex
true story offers us a potential model for urban development worldwide, as I discuss
in the RealKM Magazine article “Planning for the fascinating social complexity of
Chinese cities, and what it can teach the west”
(https://realkm.com/2017/08/04/planning-for-the-fascinating-social-complexity-ofchinese-cities-and-what-it-can-teach-the-west/).
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What should we learn from The Fable of the Fishing Village? There’s not just one
moral truth, but three. These moral truths suggest a way in which knowledge
management can transform to support innovation. Are we dealing adequately and
effectively with complex realities, and do we base our decisions on evidence, or
illusions?
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Let’s now move to the next of our three fables, “The Fable of Complex and
Complicated”. Let’s travel back 37 years, to 1982, when I commenced my first work
after completing senior high school. I joined the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) and
became part of the very first intake of Technologist Apprentices (TECHAPPs). The
TECHAPP scheme and associated Systems Technician (SYSTECH) trade group were
introduced as part of a Technical Trade Restructure (TTR) initiated in response to
increasing complexity and integration in aircraft systems.
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Here we are arriving at RAAF Laverton (now named RAAF Williams Laverton Base).
The comment about us arriving “aboard a modern, complex, high-technology
aircraft” is classic Australian irony, with this particular type of aircraft, the de
Havilland Caribou, being a very basic transport aircraft that had been in service with
the RAAF since 1964 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._38_Squadron_RAAF).
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The aircraft that I would go on to work on after my three-year RAAF TECHAPP training
was this one – the high-technology swing-wing General Dynamics F-111C, initially
with 1 Squadron (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._1_Squadron_RAAF) and later
with 482 Squadron (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._482_Squadron_RAAF). But the
F-111C isn’t actually complex either. Dave Snowden’s Cynefin framework
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynefin_framework) tells us that high-technology
aircraft systems such as this are complicated rather than complex.
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It’s when we add the human factor – aircrew and ground crew – that aircraft systems
become complex. The aircrew and ground crew have a complex array of interactions
with the aircraft, with each other, and with the wider world.
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Indeed, while it effectively addressed a complicated technical systems issue, the
introduction of the TECHAPP scheme caused unintended consequences, thrusting us
into this complex social situation that we then had to try to navigate. The TECHAPP
scheme had been proposed and championed by a senior RAAF officer who hadn’t
realised that an apparently simple change in a complex social context can bring about
unexpected consequences. As Dave Snowden and Mary E. Boone advise in their
highly-cited Harvard Business Review article "A Leader’s Framework for Decision
Making" (https://realkm.com/go/a-leaders-framework-for-decision-making/), “in a
complex system … we cannot forecast or predict what will happen.” The Australian
Defence Force (ADF) would later stop training technicians to the depth and breadth of
TECHAPPs, and instead shift the emphasis to on-the-job competency development.
However, this approach also brought its own array of complex problems.
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The moral truths of the Fable of the Fishing Village suggest that a way in knowledge
management can transform to support innovation is through helping organisations to
cut through cognitive biases and more effectively recognise and deal with complex
realities. I’m now going to expand my focus to talk about how KM can support both
innovation and digital transformation. Although already a high-technology aircraft
when I first started working on it in 1985, the F-111C had only a small degree of
digitalisation at that time. For example, the very complicated analogue navigation
computer unit (NCU) operated through tiny electric servos and gear wheels. The F111C’s aging analogue avionics systems were then given a major digital update in the
1990’s. Over time, military and civilian passenger aircraft avionics systems have
become increasingly digitalized, and electronic fly-by-wire flight control systems have
replaced manual systems.
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Let’s now past forward to the present time. In October last year came the tragic news
that a Boeing 737 MAX aircraft owned by Indonesia’s Lion Air had crashed, killing all
189 people on board. Lion Air had taken delivery of this new aircraft just two weeks
prior to the crash. The 737 MAX is the latest generation in Boeing’s long-running and
very successful 737 series, with technologically advanced digital avionics and flight
control systems.
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Then, just last month, another Boeing 737 MAX aircraft operated by Ethiopian airlines
crashed in apparently similar circumstances to the Lion Air crash, also tragically killing
all those on board.
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While the final reports from both disasters are yet to be released, the 737 MAX’s
Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) has been identified as the
cause in both cases. The MCAS “was deployed on the 737 MAX to mitigate its
tendency to pitch skywards due to the aircraft's engines being mounted further
forward and upwards compared to previous models. The MCAS uses airspeed,
altitude and angle of attack (AOA) sensor data to make an attempt at computing
when a dangerous condition has developed and then trims the aircraft nose down”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boeing_737_MAX).
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Just last week, Boeing admitted responsibility for both crashes, with CEO Dennis
Muilenburg stating that “with the release of the preliminary report of the Ethiopian
Airlines Flight 302 accident investigation, it's apparent that in both flights the
Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System, known as MCAS, activated in
response to erroneous angle of attack information." Despite following the emergency
checklist, the pilots of both flights were unable to regain control of the aircraft. Amid
chaotic scenes in the cockpit, they didn’t realise that disabling the MCAS would have
solved the problem.
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How could this have happened? In the wake of the two disasters, some very
disturbing issues in regard to aircraft technology and the Boeing 737 MAX have been
raised in the media, as shown in this and the following slides.
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Boeing's over 1,600-page flight manual for the 737 Max 8 aircraft mentions the MCAS
only once – in the glossary of abbreviated terms
(https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/boeing-737-manual-mcas-system-plane-crash1.5065842).
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As well as highlighting very serious questions in regard to aircraft safety certification,
the issues raised in these media articles point to inadequate knowledge management
by Boeing. Insufficient information was provided to pilots in regard to the MCAS, and
Boeing failed to respond to, or even be aware of, concerns raised by pilots in regard
to problems that they were experiencing with the 737 MAX. The reputations of both
Boeing and the once highly-respected US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are
now in tatters, with the 737 MAX grounded worldwide, orders being cancelled, and
Canada, the European Union, and China no longer considering the FAA to be a
trustworthy body. But how could this be, when Boeing has a substantial knowledge
management program, as shown in this cover story from a 2007 issue of the
company’s Frontiers magazine?
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I suggest that this is because while Boeing’s knowledge management program is
apparently effective, it’s internally focused to the neglect of the complex external
environment and Boeing’s interface with that environment.
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Further, media articles are providing disturbing insights into the cognitive biases that
have apparently contributed to Boeing and the FAA’s failure to effectively engage with
the pilots around the world that fly Boeing’s aircraft.
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So what are the moral truths from the Fable of the Complex and Complicated? Well,
they’re exactly the same as the moral truths from the Fable of the Fishing Village.
What Boeing and the FAA have believed to be the reality is in fact an illusion, divorced
from the evidence that pilots were documenting in regard to problems with the 737
MAX. Boeing also favoured a simple explanation – that pilot error was the cause –
rather than seeking to understand the realities of the complex external environment
and their interface with that environment. In doing so, they lost an opportunity to
understand the problem and address it before it killed 346 people.
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And, disturbingly, it appears that the aviation industry has long failed to effectively
address the complex external environment in which aircrew interact with increasingly
complicated aircraft systems. The findings of a report analysing the causes of crashes
of RAAF F-111C and AF/A-18 aircraft dating back to 1977 bear a striking similarity to
the Boeing 737 MAX situation. The RAAF F-111C was the aircraft that I worked on in
the late 1980s. The report states that: “Nearly all of the RAAF F-111 and AF/A-18 fatal
accidents that have occurred to date can be attributed to some extent to crews not
being fully aware of the situation or the environment around them. Four of the five F111 and two of the four AF/A-18 fatal accidents could be classified as CFIT — these
CFIT accidents (apart from one of the AF/A-18 accidents) were at night. Additionally,
all of these accidents have been in the target area (or area of engagement). This is
where crew workload is at its highest level, and in the case of multi-crewed aircraft,
where crew communication and co-ordination tends to break down. Any distraction,
or the planned events not going as expected, can have dire consequences,
particularly when operating close to the ground where there is little margin for error.”
The risk of future crashes is likely to progressively increase over time as a result of
ongoing exponential increases in the amount of air travel worldwide
(https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.PSGR), which has implications for the
experience level of pilots (https://www.express.co.uk/travel/articles/924762/futureof-travel-flight-safety-pilots).
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Let’s now turn to the final of the three fables, the Fable of the Quality Paradigm. In
this fable, we move from aircraft to another fundamental form of human transport –
the car. Just like aircraft, cars have been becoming progressively more and more
technologically advanced, to the point where we are now experimenting with
autonomous and self-driving cars (https://www.techpats.com/self-drivingautonomous-difference/). Automotive drive systems are becoming simpler with the
emergence of electric vehicles which have far fewer moving parts than internal
combustion engines. However, autonomous and self-driving cars have a highly
complex relationship with the external environment, and depending on the level of
automation of a particular car, also with the driver. For example, cars operating in
self-driving mode have been involved in fatal accidents as a result of inadequate care
and attention by the driver (see
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/31/tesla-car-crash-autopilotmountain-view and https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/29/ubersettles-with-family-of-woman-killed-by-self-driving-car).
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Further, as cars have become more technologically advanced, the number of vehicle
recalls has also grown over time. Recalls are where the maker of a vehicle issues a
notice for the vehicle to be returned to the maker’s service agent to have a defect
repaired.
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Looking at a high-profile example of these recall incidents, we find a strikingly
disturbing similarity to the Boeing 737 MAX situation. Between 2009 and 2011,
Toyota carried out three recalls related to unintended vehicle acceleration that had
caused accidents, with millions of vehicles recalled
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009%E2%80%9311_Toyota_vehicle_recalls).
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As has happened in regard to the Boeing crashes, Toyota had released vehicles into
the market that weren’t safe, then failed to appropriately respond to the issues
drivers of its vehicles were raising, leading to the company being the subject of a US
Government investigation, and the CEO publicly apologising for the faults and the
accidents they had caused. Just like Boeing, Toyota’s reality was an illusion. But what
makes matters arguably worse is that Toyota pioneered “The Toyota Way”, which is “a
system designed to provide the tools for people to continually improve their work”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Toyota_Way). The Toyota Way is often lauded by
knowledge managers, but as is the case with Boeing’s processes, The Toyota Way is
internally focused to the neglect of the complex external environment and Toyota’s
interface with that environment.
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Another example is the current and ongoing Takata airbag recall. The Takata recall is
one of the largest consumer product recalls ever, affecting tens of millions of vehicles
worldwide.
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This 2016 recommendation from the Independent Takata Corporation Quality
Assurance Panel highlights the complexity of Takata’s external environment and the
company’s interface with that environment.
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And Wharton University management professor John Paul MacDuffie alerts that, just
as has been the case with Boeing and Toyota, cognitive biases created the situation
where Takata’s reality has in fact been an illusion.
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So, how do we appropriately respond to the complex external environment in which
people interact with increasingly complicated technological systems? In their highlycited Harvard Business Review article “A Leader’s Framework for Decision Making”,
Dave Snowden and Mary E. Boone provide guidance in regard to understanding and
responding to complexity. Dave Snowden is the creator of the Cynefin framework, a
very well-known and highly-regarded decision and analytical framework that I
referenced earlier in this presentation. As well as having become an institution in
knowledge management, Cynefin has been widely applied, for example in project
management and IT design.
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A very effective way of using Snowden & Boone’s tools is through the facilitation of
multi-stakeholder engagement processes that allow organisations to (1)
simultaneously and in real-time open up discussion, experiment and stimulate
attractors, encourage dissent and diversity, and monitor for emergence; and (2) set
barriers to delineate appropriate behaviour and establish boundaries for the system.
I’ve had extensive experience in facilitating such processes to successfully address
socio-ecological complexity, for example as this media article shows. Chinese mobile
phone maker Xiaomi is also demonstrating the power of these processes in the
context of digital transformation and innovation (https://blog.btrax.com/xiaomi-thefan-economy-and-word-of-mouth-marketing/). It’s appropriate at this point to talk
about another aspect of the focus of this presentation – big data and analytics. I’ve
included them because they are constantly referenced in discussions in regard to KM
transformation, digital transformation, and innovation. But while big data and
analytics can provide very useful insights to assist with the use of Snowden & Boone’s
tools, they should not be the primary focus. So please don’t be captured by the vague
hype and empty promises in regard to big data and analytics.
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How to move forward on effectively addressing the external and external interface
complexities faced by the aircraft and automotive industries? The automotive
industry is shining a bright light ahead in this regard by embracing a strong quality
paradigm. As this image from the German Automotive Association - VDA Quality
Management Center (QMC) in China shows, standards and certification are key
aspects of this quality paradigm. There’s now the potential for the knowledge
management community to align with this quality paradigm, with the new knowledge
management standard ISO 30401 being recently published and the linked CILIP KM
Chartership professional certification scheme about to be launched. There’s also an
increasing focus in knowledge management research on viewing knowledge
management from a knowledge risks perspective. Through ISO 30401 linked to ISO
9001, there’s the potential to be able to put in place knowledge management
systems that can give effect to all of Snowden & Boone’s tools for managing in a
complex context.
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So what are the moral truths of the Fable of the Quality Paradigm? As has happened
with Boeing and the FAA, Toyota and Takata’s realities were illusions divorced from
the evidence. Cognitive biases and behaviours linked to those biases shrouded the
complex external reality, so Toyota and Takata lost opportunities for understanding
and effective action.
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For more information in regard to complexity, ISO 30401, and professional
certification for knowledge managers, please visit the RealKM Magazine website.
RealKM Magazine articles relevant to this presentation include:
1. Exploring the science of complexity series https://realkm.com/exploring-thescience-of-complexity-series/
2. Case studies in complexity series https://realkm.com/case-studies-in-complexityseries/
I’ve made my own digital transformation to no longer using business cards, so feel
free to connect with me on LinkedIn (left-hand QR code) or WeChat (right-hand QR
code).
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